
 

Using the CoreSight ITM for debug and testing in RTX applications  

Outline 

This document outlines a basic scheme for detecting runtime errors during development of an RTX 
application and an approach to functional testing using the CoreSight Instrumentation trace. 

CoreSight Debug Architecture  

The cortex-M family of processors has a debug architecture called CoreSight. This is an on chip 
debug system similar to JTAG but it incorporates more advanced real time debug features. As well as 
being able to perform the same run control and memory read\write features as JTAG the cortex-M3 
and M4 processors have up to three additional trace units. Two of these units are fitted as standard, 
the data watch and instrumentation trace. The third unit ,the embedded trace macro cell is an 
optional unit which may be included  when the silicon manufacturer designs the microcontroller. 
The data watch unit allows a low cost debug tool to view the internal SRAM and peripheral registers 
non intrusively while the code is running. This gives you visibility  of all your key variables without 
having to halt the application code. The embedded trace macro cell provides instruction trace so it is 
possible to have a ‘C’ or assembler level trace  of the application code activity. The more advanced 
trace tools are capable of streaming 100% of the instructions executed directly to the PC hard drive 
so it is possible to have accurate code coverage and performance information. 

 

The instrumentation trace (ITM) is slightly different from the other two trace units in that it is 
intrusive on the CPU ie it does use a few CPU cycles. The ITM is best thought of as a debug UART 
which is connected to a console window in the debugger. To use it you need to instrument your 
code by adding simple send and receive hooks. These hooks are part of the CMSIS standard and are 
automatically defined in the standard microcontroller header file. The hooks consist of three 
functions and one variable. 

static __INLINE uint32_t ITM_SendChar (uint32_t ch); //Send a character to the ITM 

volatile int ITM_RxBuffer = ITM_RXBUFFER_EMPTY; //Receive buffer for the ITM 

static __INLINE int ITM_CheckChar (void); //Check to see if a character has been sent 
//from the debugger 

static __INLINE int ITM_ReceiveChar (void);  //Read a character from the ITM 

The CoreSight debug architecture 
for Cortex M3 and Cortex M4 



 

The ITM is actually a bit more complicated in that it has 32 separate channels. These are designed 
for future use by third party tools. We are using the public channel which is designated for debugger 
use. 

Using the instrumentation trace with RTX RTOS 

A typical RTX application will consist of a number of threads which communicate via various RTX 
methods such as main queues and event flags. As the applications complexity grows it can be hard to 
debug and test. For example to test one region of code it may be necessary to send several serial 
command packets to make one task enter a desired state to run the code that needs testing. Also if 
run time errors occur we may not pick up on them until the code crashes and by then it may be to 
late to get meaningful debug information. 
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Error Task 

 In an application we can introduce two additional threads an error thread and a test thread. The 
error thread consists of a switch statement which is triggered by the setting of its event flags. Each 
RTX task has sixteen error flags. Any other task can set these flags to trigger the task into activity. In 
the case of the error task we can use the error flags to send an error code ie a sixteen bit number. 

__task void errorHandler (void){ 

uint32_t errorCode; 

while(1){ 

os_evt_wait_or(0xFFFF,FOREVER);   //wait here until error condition occurs 

errorCode = os_evt_get();    //read error code 

switch(errorCode){     //switch to run error code code 

 case (THREAD2_MAILQUEUE_FULL)    
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 ITM_SendChar('[');    //send an error code to the debugger enclosed in [ ] 

ITM_SendChar('0'); 

ITM_SendChar(']');  

  break; 

 }}} 

Basically the task waits until any of its event flags are set. It then reads the state of the error flags to 
get the ‘error code’. A switch statement then uses the error code to execute some recovery code, 
log the error to a file. During development we can also write a message to the debugger via the ITM. 
So in the main application code we can add statements to trap run time errors  

Error = os_mbx_check (MsgBoxSensor);    //check the mailbox is not full 

if(Error!=0){      //if a slot is free send the message 

mptr   =_alloc_box (mpoolSensor); 

mptr->command  =  rptr->template.payload[0]; 

mptr->length  = rptr->template.payloadLength; 

for(index=1;index< rptr->template.payloadLength;index++)   mptr->payload[index-1] = rptr->template.payload[index]; 

os_mbx_send (MsgBoxSensor, mptr,FOREVER);        

}else{       //else send an error code to the error thread 
          
 os_evt_set(THREAD2_MAILQUEUE_FULL,t_errorHandler);     

} 

In this case we check for a free message slot before sending a message. If the mail queue is full then 
the error task is signalled by setting a group of error flags which can be read as an error code. During 
debug critical runtime errors can be trapped with this method. Once the code is mature the error 
task becomes a central location recovery code and fault logging. 

Test Task 

 One of the strengths in using an RTOS is that each of the threads is encapsulated with well defined 
inputs and outputs.  This allows us to test the behaviour of individual threads without having to 
make changes to the application code ie commenting out functions, creating test harness etc. 
Instead we can create a test Thread. This runs at a low priority so it does not intrude on the overall 
performance of the application code. Like the error thread the test thread is a big switch statement 
but rather than waiting to be triggered by event flags in the application it is waiting for an input from 
the Instrumentation trace. 

 __task void testTask (void){ 

unsigned int command; 

while(FOREVER){ 

while (ITM_CheckChar() != 1) __NOP();   //wait for a character to be sent from the debugger 



 

command = ITM_ReceiveChar();    //Read the ITM character 

switch(command){     //switch to the  test code 

 case (‘1’) :     //inject a message into the thread2 mail queue 

  test_func_send_thread2_message(CMD_START_MOTOR,0x07,0x01,0x07,0,0,0,0);  //send a message to thread2 

  break; 

 case (‘2’) :    //halt thread1 

  os_tsk_delete(t_thread1);       
 default: 

 break; 

}}} 

In this case the test thread is waiting for a character to arrive from the debugger. The switch 
statement will then execute the desired test code. So for example we could halt a section of the 
application by deleting the task , another debug command could restart it. Then we can inject 
messages into the RTX mail queues or set event flags to trigger the behaviour of the different tasks. 
This technique is simple and quick to implement and helps to debug application code as it becomes 
more complex. It is also a basis for the functional testing of mature application code. Because we are 
using the ITM we only need t access the debug header and minimal resources are used on the 
microcontroller. All of the instrumented code is held in one module so it can be easily removed from 
the project once testing is finished. 

Example project 

An example project is avaliale for download alongside this application note. It is designed to run on 
the Keil MCB1768 evaluation board with a Ulink2.  If you program the project into the LPC1768 flash, 
start the debugger and let the code run you should see the LEDs on the board flash in a symmetrical 
pattern.  

 



 

The application code is located in main_app.c, take a few minutes to look through this to familiarise 
yourself with this simple application. The CMSIS core layer which includes the ITM functions is 
brought into the project with the microcontroller include file  

#include <lpc1768xx.h> 

The files error.c and test_functions.c provide the error handling and test functions respectively. For 
clarity these functions use printf to send test messages to the ITM. In a real application more light 
weight messaging could be used to minimise the function size and number of CPU cycles used. The 
file serial.c contains the low level functions used by printf. By default these use a standard UART but 
output can be redirected to the ITM with the #define __DBG_ITM. This is located in the local options 
for serial.c 

 

 

 

To access the ITM from within the debugger select the view\serial windows\Debug Printf Viewer 

 

This opens a console style window which allows you to send data to the test task via the ITM and 
view messages sent from the error task.  

You can also view the state of the RTX tasks by opening the Debug\OS Support\RTX Tasks and 
system. The event viewer also provides a task trace which is very useful for seeing the loading on the 
CPU and the interaction between the different tasks 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To use the ITM test task make sure the debug (printf) viewer is the active window. Then the various 
test functions can be triggered by typing the characters 0 – 9 on the PC keyboard. The test task 
provides the following functions 

1 – Halt Task1 

2 – 6 - Inject a message into the Task2 mail queue to switch the LED’s 

7 – Inject a message with faulty parameters 

8 – Start Task1 

9 - Stop Task2 

0 – Start Task2 

Here if you stop Task2 it will no longer read messages from the mail queue. If Task1 is running it will 
continue to write into the mail queue. This will cause the queue to overflow and this will be reported 
by the error task.  Without this kind or error trapping it is likely that you would end up on the hard 
fault exception vector and have no idea what had gone wrong with the program. Once the project 
has been fully developed the test_functions.c module can be removed and the error task can be 
modified to take remedial action if an error occurs. This could be logging fault codes to flash, running 
code to try and recover the error or worst case resetting the processor.  

If you have any questions or comments please contact : 

Trevor martin   tmartin@hitex.co.uk 


